Discussion Summary

- Reviewed minutes from 9/23/13 UCCC meeting.
- Review of recent full-committee online votes.
  - Note: Update on completed vote of PHSX_111
  - Uncompleted voting on four submissions- will complete and update next meeting
- Continued discussion of draft petition process for substitutions to KU Core approved units
  - Online form generated for students to use- link will be emailed for committee to review
- Discussion of Goal5, Learning Outcome1
  - Discussion of “physical environment”
  - Discussion of “Army 401 and NURS” course proposals
  - Motion: Aspect of competing theories be approved in any class
    - Amendment- include critical engagement with code of conduct
    - Draft up language to put into understandings document, review next meeting
  - Motion: keep physical environment in the broader sense
- Discussion of KU Core website revisions
  - Nomination form updates: discussion change approves to “evaluates”, “decides”
  - FAQs
  - Recent and future charges
- Discussion on Barbara Walvoord assessment session
  - Discussion on recommended model
    - Point: process needs to be systematic, short and not burdensome

Decisions and Action Items

- Unanimous approval of minutes from 9/23/13 UCCC meeting.
- Unanimous approval of courses receiving 66% UCCC approval.
- Unanimous approval of Goal5_LO1 competing theories motion
- Approved: Goal5_LO1 keep physical environment in the broader sense

Attendance
David Smith, Edward Peltier, Dale Dorsey, Marie-Alice L’Heureux, Tyler Childress, Alice Lieberman, Bruce Lieberman, Emma Halling, Susan Scholz, Chris Meiers, Kelli Thomas, Barbara Woods, Ann Cudd, Erin Ellis, and Jeni Klute.

Guests:
Larry Fillian and Jerel Hilding